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1. Cosmicity, Decosmicization, Acosmia

Circumstances led me to be unable to travel to Peru as scheduled and
as a result I’ve never had any direct experience with the landscape of this
country. So what could “a few lessons from Peru” mean? Nothing more than
some of the reflections drawn from the three books the individuals who
invited me there to speak had sent me in advance: first, El paisaje peruano
by Jean-Pierre Crousse (Lima: PUCP, 2016); secondly, Ciudad y territorio
en los Andes. Contribuciones a la historia del urbanismo prehispanico by
José Canziani Amico (2nd Edition, Lima: PUCP, 2015) and Modelando el
mundo. Imàgenes de la arquitectura precolombina, Edited by Cecilia Pardo
(Lima: PUCP, 2011), books which I unfortunately received too late to be
able to sufficiently reflect on.
Let’s be very clear, what follows is not a review of these books, but
rather what within these books could form an encounter, and enrich a field
of reflection that has been my own for quite some time now: the
decosmicization underway, throughout the entire Earth, via the imposition
of the Classical Modernist Western Paradigm (from now on referred to as
CMWP); hence the question: can we, how can we re-cosmicize our relation
with the Earth?
Let’s be careful to note that in CMWP, “C” means “classical”. This
was the paradigm imposed during the Classical Age in Europe through
thinkers such as Bacon, Galileo, Descartes, and Newton. For at least the past
100 years, this thought has been replaced in physics, and while among the
philosophers there are those who have radically contested this substitution
of physics (must notably those working in phenomenology), the fact remains
that the dualist and mechanical paradigm still appears to govern more and
more our ways of thinking and acting. It is this classical mechanical
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1.1 The paradigm of decosmicization
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paradigm that guided the modern movement in architecture, in the same way
it currently guides the ideology of globalization, which is nothing more than
a kind of fluid mechanics within connected vessels. I will elaborate in greater
detail about these things in a moment, but the decosmicization and the
acosmia that is a result of it, are nothing more than the inversion of
cosmicity. So first of all: what is cosmicity?

“Cosmicity” comes from the Greek word, kosmos, which has three
fundamental meaningsi: 1. the proper order; 2. the world as order of the
universe, and in particular, the sky or heavensii; and 3. the ornamental, most
notably, female finery. What expresses these meanings are the various
cosmologies. We could be referring to cosmology as a branch of astrophysics
or merely as platitudes at the nearest bar-room, but in each of these
particular cases, we’re not speaking about the same object, nor are we
speaking about the same cosmology. So first of all, one must understand who
is speaking, what are they speaking about, and in what framework. For the
anthropologist, cosmology is the articulated ensemble of the reasons of being
for the existence of the world held by a certain culture. Whether we are
dealing with so-called exotic or traditional cultures, the exhibiting of these
reasons is generally described as a mythology; which implies that we can
distinguish them from the observer’s scientific point of view, whose own
world is presumed to be universal. Nevertheless, the various forms of
progress resulting from this scientific viewpoint have shown us that such a
viewpoint can only be putative. As Jakob von Uexküll has shown, each living
species— including our own— has his own world (Umwelt), which is
irreducible to the given raw environment (Umgebung).iii Concerning the
human species, and at another ontological level (the intra-species level),
there is not merely one world, but a plurality of worlds, each one with its
own cosmology that is a historical construction. Nevertheless, we cannot
reasonably place onto the same plane astrophysics and the various other
“poems of the world” (carmina mundi) that anthropologists or historians
inventory. The difference being that one, in principle (there are exceptions)
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1.2 What was Cosmicity?
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the mythology specific to the modern subjects made claims to a universality,
whereas history shows that the modern mythology was simply mundane (in
the philosophical sense of the term, i.e. resulting from a certain world, that
is to say, a certain cosmophany).
The problem of globalization was grafted onto these kinds of
questions, which in more ways than one, signifies the hegemony of that
world— whose center is Wall Street— at the expense of all the other worlds,
even leading to a generalized acosmia (a lack of a world). It thus becomes
all the more necessary for one to know what we understand as being a
“world”; in other words, to at least have at one’s disposal certain notions of
cosmology.
The first philosopher who truly dealt with this is Plato in The
Timaeus; which concludes with the following words: “And now we have
reached the end of our discussion [ton logon hêmin] on the Whole. […], very
vast, very good, and very complete, the world (kosmos) is born: it’s the sky
(ouranos) that is the one (heis) and only of its race (monogenês).”v
In this concluding passage, without explicitly wanting to, Plato reveals
the flaw inherent in every cosmology: it’s our own, that of our “own”
discourse—of our own collective subject—, a discourse which places a
judgment on its own world while simultaneously affirming that this world is
unique; hence it logically follows that, in the absence of any point for
comparison, the discourse cannot bring forth such a judgment. The judgment
of the collective subject, by way of Gödel’s theorems, is necessarily
inconsistent.vi Being unable to prove what it affirms, our collective discourse
can precisely be called mundane: enclosed by a horizon beyond which it has
no value.
Below the horizon however, this discourse has a structural authority.
At least for a certain amount of time: an authority for a fleeting mode of
temporality, or for a long duration of time, for a specific paradigm, for a
civilization, or a regime, an empire, basically, the structural authority of any
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does not presuppose human existence, whereas the others, proceed from it.
This is why they speak of diverse worlds and not of the universe. Since we
will be speaking about landscapes, about the urban architecture of cities,
rather than the elementary particles of physics,iv we necessarily find ourselves
in a certain poem of the world; but the fact remains that within this domain,
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It’s in this manner that we can understand that for the Roman world,
history began with the foundation of Rome (ab urbe condita). It’s only later
that we add the saying, “all roads lead to Rome”, which was nothing more
than taking back up the old theme of omphalos: this center (of the world)
which is also a city. Which city? Our own, by way of its very principle; For
the Etruscan rite demanded that each foundation of a city was the
foundation of the world and the beginning of history. In the end, the
vicissitudes of this foundation, made it so that it was the Roman city which
imposed its world and history upon all the others, at least around the
Mediterranean basin and its surroundings; but in principle, each city
founded, built, and dug up its own mundus, a circular hole (like the orbis
terrarum, the terrestrial disk) symbolizing at once the center of the world
(within space) and its origin (within time).
As with the Greek term kosmos, the Latin mundus signifies
simultaneously three things: the order, the world, and the ornament of the
body. What this trifold meaning expresses is precisely the cosmicity that in
premodern societies made it so that the care of the individual body responded
to the management of the world (the cities and the countryside) and the
raison d’être for all of this, where morality and knowledge were unified
within a tension toward what Plato called megistos kai aristos kallistos te kai
teleôtatos, superlative forms of the vast, good, beautiful, and the complete:
namely what the world must be rather than what it is.
The human habitat and its representations symbolically express this
common tension, for example, in the Egyptian hieroglyph that inscribes a
cross within a circle signifying the city and perhaps also the quadripartite
rather than quadriangular form of the Roma quadrata of the origins.
Clothing also expressed this tension, and in particular, women’s finery—
mundus muliebris; from which we still retain the term cosmetics: “adequate
to the kosmos”, etymologically. Lost within our world, this harmony or
balance with the cosmos can still be read within the body paintings done by
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specific world whatsoever. However, in each case, this contingency merely
bears the clothing of necessity. Viewed from inside of itself, it’s always a
“must” that organizes (cosmicizes) the space and time specific to this specific
world, and thereby gives life to its reality. History thus takes on the task of
either allowing this reality to expand or die out.
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the same blueprint as the Jerusalem of the Apocalypse? But inversely, why is
the terrestrial orb of the Romans round like a mundus and their templum is
quandrangular (a form that is cut out from the sky by the priest’s staff, and
then rebuilt on the ground), whereas in China, “the sky is round, and the
earth is square”” (tian yuan di fang 天圆地方)? And why, in Persia, must one
have a “four-part garden” (chahar bagh) in a city that is irregularly shaped
but in China, one must have an irregular shaped garden in a city that is
orthogonal, etc.?
In order to find an answer to these kinds of questions, one must take
inventory of past and present worlds, which is traditionally the work of the
social sciences; but that is not enough. One must also then place them into
a more general framework: that of precisely a “differential” cosmology, of a
comparative cosmology adequate with our times and which explains in
particular why this cosmicity has been lost within the modern world.
The reason for this loss— of this decosmicization—, is fundamentally
due to the dualism of modern science which has separated facts from values,
in other words, the descriptive from the prescriptive. It’s no longer a question
of whether the world should be superlatively this or that; it is what it is,
period. As such, it has become the universe, whose order— an atom of
carbon here, a stem cell or a wavelength there—is foreign to human values
and which is no longer a kosmos. The cosmology of the astrophysicists who
now take the universe as their primary concern, has nothing at all to do with
morality, or if it does it’s in a rather abusive way [and is not indicative of
what scientists are expected to do]. However, it was once rather normal to
seek out the reasons for behaving via the heavens or sky; reasons well known
to priests. Consequently, one could found and construct cities in harmony
with the sky and the heavens.
We no longer know how to construct cities in harmony with the
heavens— even when we try to make them “green”. The modernist
architecture of the 20th century made a huge mistake in striving to apply the
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the Australian Indigenous population and among many other peoples. These
symbolic apparatuses are as numerous as there are cultures, but with certain
commonalities that leave those hunters for universalities foaming at the
mouth. For example, how is it that the ideal city in Chinese cosmology— a
square with pierced walls four x three doors organized cardinally— shares
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mathesis universalis to Earth, that, since Galileo, science had discovered in

the sky or heavens into a templum down on earth effectively required that
the ouranos was simultaneously kosmos. Namely, that the sky or heavens
had a connection with the “inhabited earth”: oîkoumenê gê, the ecumenevii,
in order to also be a human world.
This connection is what symbolized the digging of the mundus into
the earth itself. This symbol is what granted access to the ecumenal
predication: the world (mundus)viii is the earth. In other words, the
assumption of the “the expanse of the earth underneath the sky” (hê hupo tô
kosmô keimenê gê, basically echoing Isocrates) to the sky itself, which is
simultaneously kosmos and ouranos.
This sort of assumption is called a metaphor (from the Greek
metapherein, to bear or carry beyond). That is, to carry A beyond its identity,
by assuming that A (the earth) is equally non-A (the world). This
assumption of the earth as world is also a predication: S (the subject: earth)
is P (predicate: world). Furthermore, as the earth is “the-expanseunderneath” (hê hupokeimenê), i.e. underneath the sky-world (the kosmos),
for Aristotle the logical-subject becomes “what-is-lying-underneath” (to
hupokeimenon), i.e. underneath the predicative world. Why? Because, in the
same way as a predicate, it’s through insubstantial terms that the world
grasps a substance (substantia: hupostasis: “that which-standsunderneath”, so we can say, for example, “the mountain (S) provides copper
(P)”, in the same way that the world is the sky or the light— the set of
predicates—underneath which human existence grasps the earth; basically:
the resources (copper, for example), constraints, risks, and pleasures.
This assumption of the earth as world is nothing other than “reality”;
which can be represented by the equation r=S/P. This is read in the following
way: reality is S qua P. For example: the mountain (S), is copper (P). And
yet, such a predication only functions within a world of copper merchants.
If you are a vendor of skis, for you, the mountain is snow. But if you sell
copper, the mountain is copper, etc. It’s true that these predicates can be
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the heavens. This geometry produced objects in which today we would have
no idea how to recognize the qualities Plato saw in the kosmos; for the
simple reason that this geometry took as its principle the mechanicity of the
modern universe and no longer the habitability of the human earth. Folding
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resolved by a lone predicate ¥€$...within the discourse (logos) of
globalization. The world still remains a human one, albeit sadly monogenês.
However, for science, which is not governed by the principle of metaphor
but by identity, S can’t be P. It can only be S. The earth is the earth, period.
According to this ideal (but it’s absurd, science itself being the predicate), if
there are earth sciences (geology, physics, etc.), then there cannot be such a
thing as human sciences, unless improperly— i.e. by way of the reduction of
S/P to S through the elimination of P. This reduction of being corresponds
to what Heidegger called Entweltlichung: unworlding.
Modernity was and remains partial to this reductionism that claims
to reduce the world to a piece of machinery. This reductionism works for
the universe. But it would be very misleading to try to apply it to the
ecumene. Indeed, mechanics doesn’t tolerate metaphor. Mechanics requires
identity or its iteration, as is the case with piston engines; if the engines don’t
have this requirement, the engine doesn’t work. Mechanics thus doesn’t
tolerate human worlds, nor their cities which it will decompose into “unities
of habitation”ix, into identical rows of boxes, served by roads on which one
can drive at more accelerated speeds than in a street in a cityx. This tension
that our world has toward a machine universe is the acosmia of our
cosmology. It is time for us to overcome this baselessness, before running out
of copperxi.
Translated by Drew S. Burk

i

In this section I will refer to several passages from my article, “C comme

connotation of heavens as well as the more contemporary meaning of “sky”. In
order to maintain both the ancient and the more contemporary definition of the
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Cosmologies” which appeared in the pp. 56-59 in Les Cahiers de la recherche
architecturale et urbaine XXIXXI: L’Espace Anthropologique, (Paris: Editions du
Patrimoine, March, 2007).
ii
The author uses the term “ciel” in French, which bears the more ancient
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term, we have chosen to translate “ciel” as both “heavens” and “sky” throughout
the text. [TN]
iii
Jakob von Uexküll, Streifzüge durch die Umwelten von Tieren und Menschen
(Raids into the Umwelts of Animals and Humans), Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1934,
1956.
iv
Four elementary interactions are responsible for all observable physical
phenomena in the universe. These fundamental forces are respectively: gravity,
electromagnetic interaction, strong nuclear interaction, and weak nuclear
interaction.
v
We’ve chosen to translate directly from the French version of Plato’s Timaeus cited
by the author to remain as close to his line of thought as possible. [T.N.]
vi
Kurt Gödel’s (1906-1978) theorems of incompleteness and undecideability
mathematically and logically demonstrated the limits of reason: a system of noncontradictory propositions cannot prove in and of itself to not be contradictory. In
other words, truth transcends proof: in order to prove a system is just, one must
have an external viewpoint of the system.
vii
Ecumene [Ecoumène, from the Greek hê oikoumenê, “the inhabited one”] is one
of the central concepts coined by the author. The term ecumene is traditionally
defined in geography as an “expanse usually inhabited by humans”, but it means
here the relationship of Humankind with the Earth, i.e. the total combination of
human milieux. We refer the reader to the definition of the term in his book, Nature,
Artifice and Japanese Culture, Augustin Berque, trans. Ros Schwartz,
Northhamptonshire: Pilkington Press, 1997) 130. [TN]
viii
(TN) In French, “world” is monde, which comes directly from the Latin mundus.
ix
The author alludes here to Le Corbusier’s famous Unité d’habitation in Marseilles,
which stands alone, abstracted from the townscape and even from the ground, with
its pilotis. [TN]
x
The author alludes here to a motto, “a street is not a road (une rue n’est pas une
route)”, which, in the eighties, criticized modern city planning. (TN)
xi
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This insistence put on copper, facing a Peruvian audience, alludes to a recent
affair in which native Quechuas opposed a project of a copper mine in a sacred
mountain. Following Chile, Peru is the second producer of copper in the world.
(TN)
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